WORKING WITH MASKS TO MAKE SELECTIONS

Masks can be used to make non-destructive selections. Areas of the image can be added or subtracted after a selection has been made when working with masks.

2. Find a background image.
3. Place background image in document.
4. Find a foreground image. A person is recommended.
5. Place foreground image in document.
6. Select Quick Selection or Magnetic Lasso tool to select person. Layers panel-
   add vector mask.
7. Select vector mask, the white circle inside the gray square at the bottom of
   the Layers Panel
8. Select Brush tool.
9. Set Default foreground and background colors at bottom of tool bar.
10. Use the Brush tool to reveal or hide the background: white-hide background,
    black reveal background. Make sure the mask, not the image, is hselected in
    the active layer.